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The time passed, the psychosis Khmer king completely forgot his Hereditary Foes by being so 
crazy about a beautiful Yuon girl, caused so many tears of Khmers flowing to become icy blood, 
holding the painful suffering in their mouths without being resolved. 
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[1] King Chey Chetha II: turned Khmer history upside 
down 

 

Solomon’s Proverbs: 

Advice to a king 

These are the solemn words which King Lemuel’s mother said to him: 

“You are my own dear son, the answer to my prayers. What shall I tell you? Don’t spend all 
your energy on sex and all your money on women; they have destroyed kings. (P.723) 

Myths about Vietnamese women migrating to Cambodia 

Vietnamese women have always been regarded as an important tool to be used by the 
Vietnamese to enter Cambodia. According to the Cambodian chronicles, the first introduction of 
the Vietnamese to Cambodia took place in the beginning of the 17th century, with the marriage 
of King Chey Chestha II with a Vietnamese princess. The princess, daughter of King Sai Vuong 
of the Nguyên court, brought 500 young court women and 500 young guardian or artisan men 
along, forming a small Vietnamese colony in Cambodia.1[42] In more popular versions of this 
story, the Vietnamese King used his daughter as a means to enter Cambodian territory, knowing 
the Cambodian King would immediately fall in love with his beautiful daughter. This created the 
opportunity to send Vietnamese settlers to Cambodia, with permission of King Chei Chesda, and 
therefore “enabled the Vietnamese King to lay the groundwork for overtaking the area.”2[43] 
The region in question is still known among Cambodians as Kampuchea Krom, or ‘lower 
Cambodia’. Thion3[44] refers to this particular story as a “mixture of historical facts and 
legends” that is used as “irrefutable proof of the ‘sordid use’ of young girls” by the Vietnamese. 
March 1998, by: Annuska Derks4

I’ve met so many Khmer Krom compatriots, who really hate their Khmer Kings and Royal 
families in their guts up until now, are living in Australia and around the globe. In the History of 
Superhero Son Kuy, written by Keo Vuthi who was chucked into the cage for 17 days by 
accusing him of having a big heart daring to write against His Majesty during the feudalist 
regime. Feudalistic society: a system of political organization having as its basis the relation of 

 

                                                           
 

 
 

 
4 http://jang.com.pk/thenews/jun2004-daily/1...4/world/w14.htm  
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lord to vassal with all land held in fee and as chief characteristics homage, the service of tenants 
under arms and in court, wardship, and forfeiture. Feudalism involves the rule of the society by 
ruling class/ruling family/aristocracy which collects its wealth from peasants/villagers. And 
Khmer Kandal also really hate their Royal families as I excerpted these tragic statements to see 
how Khmer writers feel toward their Royal families. Kee truly replied to Kevin’s Khmer’s 
Tragic History: 

Re: Khmer's tragic history 
Posted By: Kee (pc57dn1d.ppp.fcc.net)  
Date: Monday, 23 February 2004, at 9:48 p.m.  
In Response To: Khmer's tragedic history (Kevin)  

Hi Kevin,  

I'm glad to hear that Khmer people like you have a compassionate thought about our own country 
and history. Since the greatest king Jayavarman VII died in 1219, the Angkor Empire went down 
hill and never recovered. Chetha II married a Vietnamese woman and slowly lost control of Oc 
Eo, the main seaport used by the Funanese, and then the lands.  

 What we need today is a group of young Cambodian intellectuals who: 

1. Have true and unconditional love for the country 
2. Are free from corruption,  
3. Have the patience to start rebuilding the nation,  
4. Respect all citizens and use no violence,  
5. Enforce moral law to all citizens (no child sex, no prostitution, etc.),  
6. Have no thought of greed for power and money,  
7. Exercise legitimate authority to govern, serve, protect, and provide compassion to all citizens, 

and   
8. Hold no hatred against their opponents when losing election.  
 
Until we find true leaders with such qualities that the country can emerge from the mud and grow. 
Otherwise, the state of lawlessness and chaos will remain. -Kee.  

My thought....Khmer’s tragic history started with unfortunate classical traitors and insider job by 
Angkorian official who opened the Angkor gate to the Siamese invaders and a king who married 
a Vietnamese princess. The first event gave Siam the intellectual advantage and the second one 
gave Vietnamese territorial advantage. In both incidents or events, those mistakes are two most 
severe in our history that have deprived, relegated, liquidated, depopulated and continued to haunt 
and enslaved Khmer people for 573 years to this day.  

Lost of territory, process of depopulation, kidnapping to both Bangkok and Hanoi, force 
relocation, puppetry of monarch (King, prince and princess) and defection of intellectual and 
nobility to Siam have empty Khmer empire of intellectual, scholar, real politic, strategic barrier to 
prevent invasion from the West, South and East. Lack of manpower mean less men to wage war, 
lack of rice production due to depopulation, and poor treasure due to lack of trade due to 
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Vietnamese control of Mekong river cutting Khmer from the outside world. There were million 
people alone lived in capital of Angkor and probably a million more throughout the empire. After 
1431 and until 1840, there were only a half million Khmer left. You do the math and ask yourself 
what happen to the rest. 

Khmer Rouges killed 2-3 million and today the population of Cambodia is approximately 13 
million. It took us 164 years to reach 13 million minus 3 million from the Khmer Rouge’s killing 
field. I would like to add a few more million living in Thai and a few more million living in 
Khmer Krom. We can blah blah blah for our ancestor tragic mistakes and corrupt and puppetry of 
Hun Sen government, and Khmer leaders incompetent and impotent all you want and keep 
pointing finger any direction as you see necessary to blame. 

I am sure our ancestors have done the same since the fall of Angkor. We can always blame the 
Siam, Vietnamese, Spanish, Portuguese, France, U.S.A, and Chinese. But the truth is; we have a 
Kings and princes who only seek to appease and sign treaty to stay in power and disregard his 
duty to preserve his country and duty to the people. For this reason, reward by annexation of 
land/provinces and Srok/country were formal. Until the French become Khmer protectorate, no 
clearly define and genuine demarcation of border in Cambodia. The only thing belong to Khmer 
is the land where Khmer language is spoken. So we can state that the king surely not wise and 
knowledgeable about the world. When I think of Khmer tragic history, I only blame myself and 
my fellow Cambodian. And the root cause is started from the top echelon-King, officials, leaders, 
government. “Neither a wise man nor a brave man lies down on the track of history to wait for the 
train of the future to run over him”. By Dwight D. Eisenhower. Kevin  

Shortly after the victory of April 17, 1975, the Pol Pot government began daily broadcasts 
condemning the Khmer monarchy for “selling out to the Vietnamese” and having “ceding” 
Kampuchea Krom to them.5

After over one thousand years under the Chinese domination, the Vietnamese ambition on 
Territory expansion became unbearable to their weak neighbors in the south. The most well 
known campaign of all was Nam Tien (Southward Movement), which aimed at the Kingdom of 
Champa as their first target. As the campaign became reality, the southern border had been 
moved south as planned; Ly Thanh Tong (1054-1072), then renamed the country to Dai Viet 
(Great Vietnam). All of Vietnamese rulers continued to implement this campaign as their highest 
priority, and their border continued to open up to the south. While struggling for internal power, 
the Vietnamese always used the conflicts as opportunities to “borrow” neighbors’ territories for 
regrouping their forces or asking for asylum. When the wars were over, the grantor’s territory 
and their people would suffer great losses, not Vietnam. Besides, the Vietnamese leaders also 
used inter-marriage as another means of manipulation to capture their neighbors' territories. The 
loss of Kampuchea Krom to Vietnamese was the result of these cunning practices. Champa and 

 

                                                           
5 Norodom Sihanouk: War and Hope: The Case for Cambodia (1980) 
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Laos have gone through the same experience, and the results were the undeniable facts of the 
recent world history.  

Even Champa, which disappeared as a country, and almost as a people, several centuries ago, has 
reliable, up-to-date histories in French (576) and in English (535).6

Just to remember what happened in Kampuchea Krom. After presenting Princess Ngoc Van, in 
1630, to young King Chey Chetha II, Vietnam asked the king the permission for Vietnamese to 
settle in Preah Suakea (Ba Ria) and Prey Nokor (Saigon). The king Chey Chetha II had to accept 
the pressures made by his newly wed wife, Ngoc Van. Thanks to this “sex and marital alliance” 
tactics, which was already applied in the Kingdom of Champa with Princess Ngoc Khao, 
Vietnam managed to corrupt the soul of the Khmer king and to realize its demographic 
conquests. Once its bases strongly consolidated, Vietnam was to commit ultra atrocious violence 
to repress Khmers’ opposition.

 

The Conquest of Kampuchea Krom (Cochinchina) 

7

After the arranged marriage, the annexation was completed as planned, in 1673. A similar 
scheme was also used against the Khmer Empire. The campaign started in 1623 and continued 
until they occupied the whole of Kampuchea Krom.

 

Another set back to the Khmer Empire was the southward expansion of the Kingdom of 
Vietnam. As early as 10th century, Vietnam first began its territorial expansion over the 
Kingdom of Champa. In early 17th century, they captured the remaining part of the territory, and 
the Kingdom of Champa was erased from the world map. The Chams' territory is now simply 
known as Central Vietnam. During the reign of Tran Anh Tong (1293-1314), Princess Huyen 
Tran of Vietnam was presented for marriage to the King of Champa as a trap to annex the 
Chams' territory.  

8

This was the result of infiltration or abuse by Annamites of hospitality extended by Cambodian 
Kings. For example, after Tay Son uprising, the Srok of Preah Trapeang (Travinh had given 
asylum to the fugitive emperor, Gialong. There the latter reconstituted his arm, and was given 
military support by King Ang Eng, (reigning in Cambodia from 1779 to 1796). When he was 

 

Descending from the Viets, and indigenous tribe of Southern China, the Annamites had migrated 
southwards in great numbers and spread like a huge wave from the Red River to the Lower 
Mekong, and from the China Gate and the Gulf of Tonkin to the Pointe Camau and the Gulf of 
Siam. At the time the French established their position in Indo-China with the capture of Saigon 
in February 1859, part of the Cambodian territories had thus been occupied by the Annamites.  

                                                           
6 Lawrence Palmer Briggs: The Ancient Khmer Empire (1999)  P.3 
7 People’s Lively Forces Vietnam’s Expansionism in Indochina Vietnam’s Expansionism in Indochina: Strategies 

and Consequences on the Regional Security. By Kang Pol 
8 http://www.khmerkrom.net/  
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back to the throne of Annam after the repression of the Tay Son uprising, Emperor Gialong 
“remembering”, to use his own words, “the kind hospitality” he had enjoyed of the province of 
Preah Trapeang (Travinh) urged King Ang Eng to exempt this Srok from all levies, and its 
people from all feudal duties to which the king agreed as a gesture of friendship. Later Gialong 
arbitrarily made the Srok into an Annamite colony.9

8th daughter of Gia Long, the Hue Court. Yuon people like to call her name “The Queen of 
Cochin.”  She, since, lived with Chey Chettha II, who had one daughter who was named “Preah 
Ang Mochas Ang Kanch Trey”. When having one daughter, Preah Neang Ang Chau who had 
very strange attitude from our King, always. Later, she requested permission from Preah 
Ang/king for visiting all provinces. On her visiting, in the long run, she had another idea, then 
asked another permission from her husband to visit all Khmers who lived in the remote areas for 

 

I would like to open the Khmer history showing about the sordid Krayav of some double-crossed 
kings (Spot on the body where hair in the form of a cowlick may grow), who were so crazy about 
Yuon girls, had caused to lose the vast land, which was bitterly recorded in the history for young 
Khmer generations as the painful sufferers. 

The time passed, the psychosis Khmer king completely forgot his Hereditary Foes by being so 
crazy about a beautiful Yuon girl, caused so many tears of Khmers flowing to become icy blood, 
holding the painful suffering in their mouths without being resolved. 

After the fierce combat driving Yuons out of Khmer Krom. The Khmer King who was invited by 
the dirty trick of Yuon Court to visit Hue. 

Upon his arrival in Hue, seeing the daughter of Gia Long, Chau who was so beautiful young like 
an Apsara Statue. He was then deeply in love with her at once. As for Yuon Court then hurried to 
offer his daughter to Khmer King in order to achieve their reversible aims. 

King Chey Chettha II, who was crazy about his beautiful Yuon wife, completely forgot all his 
Khmer wives who were arranged by their parents. 

At this stage, which Khmers tell on to each other that King Chey Chettha II who Yuon named in 
the history “The King of Linga.” Because he liked to use his linga. Therefore, the children of 
Khmers in Khmer Krom have dropped so many century tears up until today. 

Seeing King Chey Chettha who was completely crazy, then she used a tactic slowly without 
letting her Khmer husband know. This is the ruse of Yuon women who stayed so quiet smilingly 
to extract experience from us. At first, they gauged to extract all the weak points. At last they hit 
us very badly. 

                                                           
9 http://www.khmerkrom.net/ 
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him instead. Preah Chey Chettha II then granted her permission to visit Khmer farmers were one 
Ba Reach province and other one province of Veal Breus.  

Because of her husband who deeply loved her, she went on to visit four provinces beyond 
permission. Province of Nha Trang, and Province of Tuol Ta Mauk (Today, Yuon named this 
province, (Thu Vung Muot) 

Preah Neang Chau’s dirty ruses not only that, she dared to send secret messages from Cambodia 
to inform the Government of Gia Long about her secret schemes, which she had already planned, 
to give her Government quickly sending the landless Yuon who didn’t have land to be farmed or 
building a house because the land in Cambodia where there was plenty for Yuon people to live.  

This ruse was very effective. Not long, Yuon people then came down to assimilate with Khmers, 
procreating more countless children. By seeing the people came down to live everywhere. They 
un-shamefacedly proclaimed to their people: (The land of Preah Neang Cochin). These problems 
had fallen over Chey Chettha II who was the worst sex-maniac king in the bitter history for 
Khmer children who have suffered endlessly up until today. 

Khmer next generation who are already be high alert and dig out the roots of the brutalities of 
foreign bandits on the vast Khmer land, which  the history was unfairly recorded.10

In 1620, the young Khmer monarch, King Chey Chettha II (1618-1628) had fallen into the 
similar Vietnam's trap as that of the king of Champa in 1307. The warlord Nguyen Hi Tong 
(1613 1635) presented one of his exotic daughters, Princess Ngoc Van, to King Chey Chettha II 
for some favors. Through the Princess' intervention in 1623, the Nguyen warlord sent his 
representatives to ask the Court of Udong permission for the Vietnamese to conduct trade in 
Morea (Baria) and Prei Nokor (Saigon), and be given custom authorities over trading. Because of 
marriage to the Vietnamese wife, King Chey Chetha II had no strong reasons to refuse but 
granted the requests. Some historians agreed that these were the covert acts intended to rob the 
Khmers of their rights. Later, the Court of Hue, again, used the nice guy's trick by volunteering 
their men to assist the Khmer authority in carrying out the policing in the areas. Some documents 
in Khmer history have cited that at the start of the relationship, the Court of Hue only asked to 

 

Furthermore, the Khmer kings failed to a trap set by the Vietnamese court with sordid schemes. 
Jean Moura, in his Le Royaume du Cambodge, said:  

“In 1618, in the month of March, Prince Preah-chey-chessda was crowned under the title 
'Samdech Preah-chey-chessda -thireach-reamea-thupphadey-barommopit... At this moment, the 
King of Annam presented one of his daughters to be married to the newly crowned king of 
Cambodia. This princess was very beautiful. She succeeded in making the king fall in love with 
her. She was made the queen of the Kingdom.” 

                                                           
10 Keo Vuthi (1991) Pp.1-5 
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use certain areas in Prei Nokor to train their militaries for wars against the Chinese and they 
would be returned to the Khmer authority in 5 years. But at the death of King Chey Chetha II in 
1628, the areas of Prei Nokor, Morea, Do Nai, and Toul Ta Mauk were flooded with the 
Vietnamese warlord. Kompong Srakartrey (Bienhoa) in 1651; Prah Suakea or Morea (Baria) in 
1651; Kampong Kou (Longan) in 1669; Tuol Ta Mauk in 1696; Kampong Krabey Prei Nokor 
(Saigon) in 1696. 

Similarly, in 1663 King CHEY CHETTHA II kindly gave his consent to the opening of the 
Saigon-Bienhoa-Baria area to Annamite immigration. The Annamite prince Nguyen Sai Vuong 
requested the right for his people to till the land and to engage in trade subject to the payment of 
taxes. King Chey Chettha agreed. He had married princess, a daughter of Nguyen Sai Vuong, 
and according to a tradition of the Khmer dynasty the Queen Dowager and the Viceroy were 
endowed with some provinces of the Empire as a personal lifetime appendage. The provinces 
were never excluded from the Crown possessions, but the Titular enjoyed certain rights in 
respect of the administration of the territory under his rule (taxation, police, etc.). It was this 
concession which allowed the Annamites to get their feed on Cambodia territory for the first 
time.  

Vietnamese intervention in Cambodian affairs had begun in 1623 when Chey Chettha II, a king 
of Cambodia who had married a Vietnamese princess, attempted to shake Siam's overlordship 
with the help of the Nguyen. In exchange for that help, the Hue government requested 
Cambodia's authorization to send settlers to Prey Kor, and a Vietnamese general was sent with a 
security detachment to protect the new settlers. In 1658, a Vietnamese expeditionary force again 
had to intervene in the endless internecine struggles of the various pretenders to the Cambodian 
throne, and in 1660, Cambodia began to pay a regular tribute to the Vietnamese court.' Vietnam 
Imperial March and Nationalism. From “The Two Viet-Nams: A Political and Military 
Analysis”, Chapter 2: A Glimpse of the Past. By Bernard B. Fall.11

Furthermore, according to the history, these Yuon who have had a very effective means always 
achieving from the past is “Yuon girls”. Look at Champa, which was completely erased from the 
World Map because of Cham kings who had Yuon wives.

 

According to the history revealed that Yuon didn’t come down to live in Khmer Krom yet.  After 
King Chey Chettha II who had taken the daughter of Yuon Emperor, named “Cochin” to be his 
wife. Then Yuon began to encroach to live in Khmer Krom in subsequence up until today. 

12

The Frenchmen disgracefully lost their faces/lives in Dien Bien Phu because Vietnamese 
glorious holes. Frenchmen were married to Vietnamese girls-far too many in those days. I’ve 
quoted from Ho Chi Minh and the struggle for an Independent Vietnam.

 

13

                                                           
11 Praeger Publishers, New York, (1971) 
12 Kim Sa Ol: Khmer Krom land (1971) 
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The French government had been attempting to uphold its colonialist position by ruthless 
violence, against increasing opposition from the French people; Dien Bien Phu was the last 
straw. France was beaten. From then on, until the return of the De Gaulle to power, France left 
all military and political dealings with Vietnam and Lao to the Americans, and concentrated on 
re-building her economic ties with those countries, retaining only neutral, independent Cambodia 
within her sphere of political interest.14

57 days of war was erupted so fiercely at Bien Dien Phu, the French armies and Bo Dois fought 
each other very toughly, shedding blood against other each (In a French, “Historama” had 
publicised, at that time, the side of French causalities officially were 57 958. then, the world held 
Geneva Conference in April 1954 for negotiating to end the war in Indochinese Continent.

 

15

He reckoned he should spend his leave doing that to which he had aspired most of his young life: 
spending his entire time in bed with a girl, a bottle of whisky and a good book. He did it well.

 

Yankees also ignominiously lost their faces/58,000 soldiers in Vietnam War in 1975 because of 
Vietnamese glorious holes. Americans have far too many Vietnamese-American children left in 
Vietnam when they ran away from losing war to Vietcong. 

There was a curfew, much to the chagrin of the many bar girls and soldiers on leave or stationed 
in Saigon. In a small four-storey hotel where we stayed, there was a sergeant in bed with hid 
door perpetually open. He lay permanently, or so it seemed, on his bed accompanied by a girl or 
a book or a bottle of whisky.  

16

The girls would then ask for a ticket to say that they were clean, thus raising their value at the 
brothel. I didn’t doubt that there were a few re-dated and dodgy tickets floating about.

 

We visited an Australian hospital manned by volunteer medical staff on Saigon’s outskirts. The 
road down to the hospital was lined with dozens of wooden boxlike brothels or cathouse, as they 
were known by the army “Grunts”, all brightly and garishly painted with names such as Texas 
belle, Tiger Rose, Como Cat and other that the madams thought would be enticing to the 
pleasure-seeking men on leave. 

The brothels were controlled and occasionally raided by the South Vietnamese police who would 
temporarily close down the offending madam and deposit the girl at the Australian hospital down 
the road. All would be medically checked, especially for venereal diseases, and given necessary 
treatment. To ensure that the treatment was completed the girls were kept in a barbed wire 
enclosure beside the hospital and released when cured. 

17

                                                                                                                                                                                           
13 William Warbey: Ho Chi Minh and the struggle for an independent Vietnam (1972) 
14 William Warbey: Ho Chi Minh and the struggle for an independent Vietnam (1972) P.77 
15 Yiey Tien: Who was Angkar Leu/Cap Tren? P.24 
16 Colin Pratt: Killing the Khmer (2000) P.23 
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Australians were allied with America in Vietnam; there was no way that anyone could control 
the corrupt government in Saigon. 500 Australian boys paid with their lives for their stupidity 
because of Vietnamese glorious holes. 

Chey Chettha II who was the worst king in Khmer history up until these days. That’s why today 
many Cambodians really hate their kings. Because the Khmer kings sold Khmer Krom people to 
Vietnamese. Not only that, Khmer Krom people, who really are divided and ruled by their 
hereditary enemies for many centuries, whose brains completely were washed away with their 
Khmer origins. And real Khmers really hate each other so much in their guts as far as we’ve seen 
today. We do hope one day all Khmers will come to their sense and unite altogether once again. 
Today, we should unite together to keep our culture, tradition, custom and language alive… and 
Chey Chettha who was no different from the present leaders of CPP who also have Vietnamese 
second wives like Pen Sovann who was married to the daughter of Pham Van Dong. And many 
members of CPP as far as I know have died of AIDES that they had from their Yuon 
prostitutes/girlfriends. But they never say that they died of AIDES. They told their relatives that 
they had lung diseases.  

Look at Laos today, there are so many Laotian leaders who have clearly been trapped by 
Vietnamese girls so far so worse like Souphanouvong (President) married to a North Vietnamese 
passionaria! And Laos is completely ruled under the hot-iron claws of Vietnamese Communist 
occupation/aggressors, oppressors, hegemonism and imperialists. And Laos is going to disappear 
slowly from the World Maps like Champa because of Vietnamese glorious holes, too. 

So many mementos events in only 40 years-the French, the Japanese, the nationalist Chinese, the 
British, and back to the French again ending in their ignominious withdrawal in 1954. Then what 
the Vietnamese called “the American war” began.  

Proverb goes like this:  

Love is blind. Or, hunger is the best sauce. And this is most effective weapons of Vietminh and 
Vietcong to get information from their enemies. Since the American imperialists lost the Vietnam 
War to Vietcong in 1975, they have learned so many tricks of using prostitutes from Vietcong to 
sleep with the prisoners to get information like the Guantama Bay on Cuba Island, recently 
according to SBS in 2004. Israelis also use this trick of prostitutes to sleep with the prisoners 
when they arrest Palestinian men (SBS, 2004). Therefore, for Vietnam and the "communist" 
Vietnamese, April 17, 1975 was a new step in their “Southward March" which was started by the 
Nguyen dynasty in the 12th century. The strategy of the Vietnamese expansionist policy was 
principally and basically based on a soft, but effective and dreadful, manoeuvre using women as 
bait to attract their enemy leaders. This policy is deeply marked in the flesh, blood, conscience, 
and subconscience of the Vietnamese people, notably among the rank of several generations of 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
17 Colin Pratt: Killing the Khmer (2002) P.26 
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politicians such: Ming Mang, Bao Dai, Ho Chi Minh, Pham Van Dong, etc. During the period of 
French protectorate (before the cold war), the Vietnamese communists infiltrated their “sleeping 
agents” almost everywhere inside Khmer territory, especially in the North-western area of 
Cambodia (cf. The Snakes of Khmer Genocide by Soth Polin, and For Cambodia Freedom by 
Dr. Baphuon).18

 

  

Prediction the end of Cambodia state19

This is the first root of the reason that the Khmer people who really hate Royal families and King 
Chey Chettha II who married Yuon princess as their Hereditary Foes who are the worst 
murderous violators of human rights on earth. And this is the first division of the Dark Age of 
mistrust between Khmers, Chey Chettha II and Yuon. King Chey Chettha II who had completely 
turned his Khmer History upside down by leaving his Khmer Krom people to hold bloody pus of 
the bitterest past painful suffering memories in their mouths up until now. Yuon colonialists and 
imperialists are still trying to cover up their One Million Super-Dirty-Demonic Genocidal Plans 
against Khmer Krom before eyes of people in the outside world. And, who created Killing Fields 
in 1975 to 1979 to brutally massacre more than 3 million innocent Cambodians, and more 
460,000 lives again from 1979 to 1991 in Cambodia like that? Tragic irony of history; their 
victims, the peasants of Indochina, will be unforgotten. They will join the countless millions of 
earlier victims of Yuon tyrants, intimidators, murderers and oppressors. Why were about three 
million Cambodian lives spent from 1975 to 1979 like that? Without about 3 million Khmer 

 

 

                                                           
18 http://www.amekhmer.org 
19 Cartoon by Bun Heang Ung http://sacrava.blogspot.com  
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Kandal lives were spent, can all Khmer Krom refugees who are living overseas reveal their 
Endless Past and Present Unforgettable Painful Suffering Tragedies to the UN and world like 
that? 


